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BooksontheBroad.googlepages.com



This Month’s Book:



Northern Lights PHILIP PULLMAN (1995)



HTTP://VATHENA.ARC.NASA.GOV/CURRIC/SPACE/AURORA/AUR10.GIF



Look out for Books on the Broad on Channel 4 on the Richard and Judy Book Club



Join Us in 2008 See page 12
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January Meeting In January, the Books on the Broad Reading Group meets on Monday 7 January, 2008 at Blackwell’s Bookshop on Broad Street, Oxford, at 18.30 when we will discuss the book that we read in December: Snow by Orhan Pamuk Our reviews of this book will be published in the February Newsletter. 



January Reading In January, we will be reading Money by Martin Amis This book will be discussed at our February Meeting on Monday 4 February, 2008 at Blackwell’s Bookshop on Broad Street, Oxford, at 18.30. 



BooksontheBroad: the Reading Group website January 2008: You can find back issues of our Newsletter on the website See the Homepage http://BooksontheBroad.googlepages.com
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contents 2 January Meeting Details of the January meeting



2 January Reading Reading for January ______________________________________



4 Philip Pullman



Books on the Broad is the name adopted by the Blackwell Reading Group.



Northern Lights



We meet on the first Monday of every month to talk about our chosen book(s) and some of us write short reviews and articles which we have started to collect into Newsletters. This is Newsletter no:15



11 The Golden Compass



Articles of literary interest centred on Broad Street (it’s a very busy place) are to be found on our website: booksonthebroad.googlepages.com where you can also contact us about membership. ______________________________________



12 Bookclub



The film of Northern Lights



(Radio 4) The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini



12 Join us in 2008



Founding Editor: Ron Nixon Editor: Kate Wilson [email protected] Contributors: Peter Clifton Deidre MacFarlane Pam Nixon Lydia Rees Reading lists: Liz Storrar



New members welcome



13 Recommendations Members’ suggested titles



Publication date: First day of the month Copy date: 15th day of the preceding month Send Copy to: [email protected]



13 Future Selections What we plan to read



14 For the Record And what we have read



Winners of the Penguin Orange Broadband Readers’ Group Prize 2007
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Northern Lights by Philip Pullman



Philip Pullman was educated at Exeter College, Broad Street, Oxford, opposite and down from Blackwell Bookshop and the basis for Jordan College Taken by Kate Wilson 2007



About the Author “I was born in Norwich in 1946, and educated in England, Zimbabwe, and Australia, before my family settled in North Wales. I received my secondary education at the excellent Ysgol Ardudwy, Harlech, and then went to Exeter College, Oxford, to read English, though I never learned to read it very well.” Philip Pullman was awarded the CBE in 2004. He has been described as a “courageous and dangerous” writer (Erica Wagner, The Times) and the Catholic League have called for his books to be



Philip Pullman Taken by Kate Wilson 2007
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banned on account of their supposed anti-religious content (2007).



Many famous authors have been educated at Exeter College, including: • Tariq Ali, writer and filmmaker • Martin Amis, novelist • Alan Bennett, author and actor • R. D. Blackmore, author of Lorna Doone • Richard Burton, actor • Lady Flora McDonnell, children's author • William Morris, pioneer of ecosocialism • Alfred Noyes, poet • Qian Zhongshu, Chinese literary scholar • Paul William Roberts, novelist, journalist, travel writer, Middle East expert • Will Self, novelist • Ned Sherrin, broadcaster, author and stage director • J. R. R. Tolkien, author of The Lord of the Rings



Read more on Philip Pullman’s website at http://www.philip-pullman.com/ The University of Oxford’s Exeter College is situated on Broad Street at the opposite side of Broad Street from Blackwell Bookshop where the group meet. It is the basis for Jordan College in Philip Pullman’s Dark Materials trilogy: “Jordan College was the grandest and richest of all the Colleges in Oxford” where Lyra’s playground was “the irregular Alps of the College roofs.”



Left: From the door of Exeter College, Oxford Taken by Kate Wilson, 2007
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About the Book she decides to hide in the Masters’ Retiring Room and first hears about Dust during a private presentation given by her Uncle Lord Asriel. When children start to disappear in the streets around the College, she is plunged headlong into an adventure which takes her to the arctic wastes of the North and finally has her stepping across a divide where few have trodden before…



His Dark Materials consists of Northern Lights (entitled The Golden Compass in North America), The Subtle Knife and The Amber Spyglass. The first volume of the trilogy, "Northern Lights", won the Carnegie Medal for children's fiction in the UK in 1995. The Amber Spyglass, the last volume, is unique in being awarded both the 2001 Whitbread Prize for best children's book and the Whitbread Book of the Year prize in January 2002. The trilogy came third in the BBC's Big Read poll (late 2003) In 2005 Pullman was joint winner of the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award for children's literature. From Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki



Synopsis Unbeknown to her, Lyra Belaqua has a great destiny that cannot be fulfilled in this world, but far beyond. Her life at Jordan College changes forever when



Philip Pullman signing copies of “The Amber Spyglass” in front of a large audience the Town Hall, Oxford, 2007 Taken by Kate Wilson, 200?
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What was said during discussions … As has happened before with an indisputably world-class writer, discussion was not particularly nuanced, as everyone was mostly in agreement as to the success of the book. If there were any dissenting voices amongst the praise, it came from the men in the group. Ron needed persuading that it would be worthwhile embarking on the second book of the trilogy and Peter with a ‘so what?’ reaction, found Pullman’s fictional scenarios unexciting, particularly in the second book, ‘The Subtle Knife’. Liz on the



other hand was passionately engaged by the writing in ‘Northern Lights’ and was keen to read the whole trilogy. In summary, this is what the group thought: “Read this for the faultless prose, the precisely constructed imaginative world, the intellectual pace as well as the “glory and thrill” of adventure. Maybe don’t read this if you’re not into talking bears in alternative universes or if you think religious dogma mustn’t be challenged.” 



Later Comments ... build a bridge between the child and the adult reader which finally takes both over into his fictional “World beyond the Aurora”. This is not to say that there aren’t difficulties on the way for both parties. What do children make of the “big difficult ideas” of the book, “Dust and so on” which in Mrs Coulter’s opinion are “not something for children to worry about”? If children fail to take on such concepts as “The Consistorial” or “The Oblation



Northern Lights. Cross-over fiction: “If light can cross, then so can we…” This is just as much a story for pernickety, literary-minded adults, as it is for children. How does Pullman, “children’s author of intellectual epics” (1), manage such a contradiction in terms? It’s a feat of phenomenal creative energy of which Lord Asriel alone would seem capable, but in his book ‘Northern Lights’ Pullman does
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Board” (along with references to the Catholic Church) or don’t latch on to such words as “renegade” and “heresy” by around p.33, adults will have their own problems later on with even more slippery ideas: “[Lyra] is destined to bring about the end of destiny. But she must do so without knowing what she’s doing” (p.308) and “Death is going to die.” (p.375). Then, to come back to it, what exactly is Dust? Elusive as the quantum concept of Schrödinger’s Cat, sometimes dead, sometimes alive, sometimes dead and alive, you think you’ve grasped the idea: it’s the original sin of the Adam and Eve story, isn’t it? Well, yes and no - but it’s also a biblical reference turned mathematical construct:



of us, has spent time in the Museum of the History of Science on Broad Street!) If you aren’t persuaded by the



Schrödinger proposed his "cat", after a suggestion of Albert Einstein's. Schrödinger states that if a scenario existed where a cat's state of life or death could be made dependent on the state of a subatomic particle, and also isolated from any possible observation, the state of the cat itself would be a quantum superposition — according to the Copenhagen interpretation, at least.



“Think of Adam and Eve like an imaginary number, like the square root of minus one: you can never see any concrete proof that it exists, but if you include it in your equations, you can calculate all manner of things that couldn’t be imagined without it” (p.370)



science in Northern Lights, it’s best to go with the flow and give Pullman some slack, (“Don’t argue or I shall get angry”, p.29), just as the Narrator does with Lyra when she is telling tall tales - “she had to be vague in some places and invent plausible details in others - she had to be an artist in short”(p.281). Pullman is, like any good science-fantasy writer, “sophisticated and metaphysical” (2) and the book is compelling precisely because



Then again, it can be an elementary particle, a waveparticle duality, like the photon which works the alethiometer or the holy object in the Oratory (p. 149) (in reality ‘Crook’s Radiometer’. Pullman, like many
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of the mysterious universes it opens up, which are as strange as anything in today’s quantum sciences.



film of the book, was picked out of 10,000 hopefuls who were given auditions up and down the country. Not so ordinary then). The film of the book, “The Golden Compass”, newly released by New Line for “These possibility collapses happen at Christmas 2007 has the level of elementary particles (…) received a mostly one moment several things are bad press from possible, the next moment only one critics and the happens and the rest don’t exist. general public alike Except that other worlds have sprung (4). Many children will be bewitched into being, on which they did by the CGI- (the happen.” (p.375) daemons are wonderful, the bear, Iorek Byrnison, voiced- over by And here is the link to the childreader: Pullman knows that Ian McKellen, is majestic and children “are willing to be frightening, but also very bearmystified”, that they will accept like.) However, for purists, the the “complicated story” as long fight scenes which feature in the as they have Lyra as their book as grim, small-scale guide, this rebellious toughskirmishes are often escalated minded little girl with whom in the film to ‘Lord of the Rings’ every child will want to identify, proportions by the ease of because she is the key to replication CGI allows. Other adventure and the key to their disappointments abound for understanding. Young children those (adults especially) who can cope with the exigencies of have read the book and who will the plot because they are “with be appalled at the ‘dumbing Lyra” and they “know she’s down’ of Pullman’s subtle ideas going to find out”, as Pullman – there is little satisfactory explains (3). Moreover, there explanation of ‘Dust’, and an are girls like Lyra everywhere: absence of confrontation with she is both ordinary and the evils of religious dogma, for extraordinary, which is part of example. Certainly, the frenetic her attraction for all children. pace of the film doesn’t let the (It’s interesting to note that the story really engage and the child actor, Dakota Blue, who ending is so feeble compared plays the part of Lyra in the new with the book that you can find
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yourself not watching the last scenes out of sheer pique. Pullman himself is ambiguous about the film - he’s “happy to go along with the Director’s decision” whilst disowning all responsibility for anything but the book (*). Of course, he has perforce to sit on the fence because he has sold all rights to the films and there can’t be a remake by another film company for years. Added to which, the film had already made over $45 million by the end of December, so Pullman is not exactly going to be weeping all the way to the bank. That said, the writer in him must be dissatisfied. ‘His Dark Materials’ is an epic written from the soul and his central character is thus meant to be treated with a certain gravitas. This particular Hollywood adaptation of the first book of the trilogy is just not reactive enough to be a vehicle for the deeper side of Pullman’s writing. As he himself gently points out (although he would probably like to shout it with some



passion), we need to see Lyra in the last scene after all her struggles on behalf of mankind “a little more care-worn, exhausted, tired (…but still) blazing with determination.” (*) New Line will make the decision whether to film the remaining two sequels. Let’s hope they will and also that they’ll work more closely with Pullman next time, rather than just let him watch from the back. Kate Wilson, December 2007 (1) Contents page, Daily Telegraph, Oct, 2000 (2) Kate Kalloway, The Observer, Oct 2000) (3*) All starred quotations are from Pullman’s interview at the Phoenix cinema cited below. (4) M. Dargis, NYT, Dec 7, 2007 “(the film) is hampered by the madly rushed pace (…) and Mr. Weitz (the director) risks losing you in the whirl.” See also reviews of the film on www.amazon.co.uk. Page references are to the paperback edition of Northern Lights, pub. Scholastic UK, 2007.



See pictures, Page 16
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http://soho.esac.esa.int/classroom/images/image004.gif



“ Out of nowhere a veil of radiance had fallen to hang shimmering in the northern sky” (p.380)



The Golden Compass



Listen to an hour-long conversation with the bestselling author, recorded at the Phoenix Picturehouse in Oxford, on December 9, in which he reveals his thoughts on the film. Download the podcast (mp3) from http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/books/article3039906.ece
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Open Book On 23 December 2007, Radio 4’s Open Book broadcast an interview with Khlaed Housseini, author of



The Kite Runner A Thousand Splendid Suns These were the BooksontheBroad book choice in December 2007. You can read our reviews on the website at booksonthebroad.googlepages.com/book122



You can listen again to this broadcast on the Bookclub website at www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/arts/bookclub/



using the “Listen Again” feature. Open Book is broadcast on BBC Radio 4 on Sundays at 16.00- 16.30 and repeated on Thursdays at the same time, except for the first Sunday in every month when it is replaced by James Naughtie’s Book Club.







Join us in 2008 New members are welcome! For details consult our website:



BooksontheBroad.googlepages.com  12
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Recommendations … Human Traces by Sebastian Faulks, Hutchinson The Gathering by Anne Enright, Jonathan Cape The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Mohsin Hamid, Hamish Hamilton Ghost Writer by Philip Roth Human Stain by Philip Roth Golden Notebooks/The Grass is singing by Doris Lessing Tell no-one by Harlan Coben 



Future selections … February -



Martin Amis: Money (Vintage 2005)



March -



Pat Barker: Regeneration (Viking 1991)



April -



Nabokov: Lolita (Penguin 1980)



May -



Elizabeth Knox: The Vintner's Luck (Vintage 2000)



June -



EA Proulx: The Shipping News (1994)



July -



Stanislaw Lem: Solaris (Faber 2003)



Note: Choices in 2008 may be subject to change.
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For the record … Previous selections have included: 2005 February



Great Expectations – Charles Dickens The Third Man – Graham Greene



March



Mrs Dalloway – Virginia Wolf Slaughterhouse Five – Kurt Vonnegut



April



Saturday – Ian McEwan



May



Things Fall Apart – Chinua Achebe Leo the African – Amin Malouf



June



Poisonwood Bible – Barbara Kingsolver



July



The Ginger Man – JP Donleavy The Fox – DH Lawrence



August



Vurt – Jeff Noon



September



The Line of Beauty – Alan Hollinghurst



October



Arthur and George – Julian Barnes The Black Book – Ian Rankin



November



Nausea – Jean-Paul Sartre



December



Children’s books Mortal Engines – Philip Reeve



2006 January



Love in the Time of Cholera – Gabriel Garcia Marquez By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept – Elizabeth Grant



February



The Ice Road – Gillian Slovo



March



A Room with a View – E M Forster



April



A Short History of Tractors in Ukrainian – Marina Lewycka



May



New York Trilogy - Paul Auster



June



Cats Cradle - Kurt Vonnegut



July



That They May Face the Rising Sun - John McGahern 14
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August



The Clear Light of Day - Anita Desai



September



Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit - Jeanette Winterson



October



The Attack – Yasmina Khadra



November



The Invisible Man – Ralph Ellison



December



Oxygen – Andrew Miller



2007 January



Beyond Black – Hilary Mantel



February



Seize The Day – Saul Bellow



March



The Great Gatsby - F Scott Fitzgerald The Pearl – John Steinbeck



April



For Whom the Bell Tolls – Ernest Hemingway The Heart is a Lonely Hunter – Carson McCullers



May



The Secret River – Kate Grenville Oscar and Lucinda – Peter Carey



June



Revolutionary Road – Richard Yates Lucky Jim – Kingsley Amis Scoop – Evelyn Waugh



July



Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland – Lewis Carroll



August



English Passengers - Matthew Kneale



September



On Chesil Beach - Ian McEwan Everyman – Philip Roth



October



Inheritance of Loss – Kiran Desai By George – Wesley Stace



November



The Kite Runner – Khaled Hosseini A Thousand Splendid Suns – Khaled Hosseini



December



Northern Lights – Philip Pullman



January



Snow – Orhan Pamuk
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Svalbard “The interior of Svalbard was mountainous with jumbled peaks and sharp ridges.” (p.359)



Limehouse “This is Limehouse, and here is the child who is going to disappear.” (p.40) Polar bear “She could feel the power of the creature coming off him like waves of heat .”(p.196)



Books on the Broad is the name adopted by the Blackwell Reading Group. We meet on the first Monday of every month to talk about our chosen book(s) and some of us write short reviews and articles which we have started to collect into Newsletters. This is Newsletter no:15 Articles of literary interest centred on Broad Street (it’s a very busy place) are to be found on our website:booksonthebroad.googlepages.com where you can also contact us about membership.
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